The terahertz (THz) band (0.1-10 THz) has been referred to as the "THz gap" for a long time, due to the lack of efficient generators and receivers operating at this frequency range. Although the development of components for a complete THz system is still troublesome, a great progress has been achieved by the scientific community over the last decade.
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Nowadays, many applications such as imaging, sensing, spectroscopy, and wireless communications have found their place in this spectral region. Given the location of the THz band between microwaves and infrared frequencies, a rich merging of concepts from microwave engineering, plasmonics, and optical disciplines can be applied. This endows the THz band with a marked interdisciplinary character that contributes to the continuous expansion of devices and applications.
Nowadays, sensing devices are widely present in numerous sectors such as security, fabrication process control, medicine, or communications, to name but a few. Thus, researchers have made a great effort in developing advanced sensing platforms, putting the emphasis in enhanced sensitivity, compactness and fabrication costs. In particular, plasmonics and metamaterials (MM) communities have focused their efforts on this field leading to promising devices. 3 An important subgroup of infrared and optical sensing devices is based on the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) at a metal-dielectric interface. Recently, a low frequency version, called "spoof plasmons," has been successfully proposed for THz sensing. 4, 5 In turn, classical frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) have been extended from microwaves to THz aiming at sensing applications. 6, 7 Therefore, a different paradigm has been opened by extending the typical application playground of FSSs from far-field operation (antenna radomes or spatial filters), to unexplored realms like sensing, which primarily works in the near or even reactive-field. In this regard, classical FSSs employed in sensing applications, which are inspired by MM, are usually encompassed within the general denomination of metasurfaces. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The key parameters of a sensor are its sensitivity and resonance linewidth. 13 Usually the sensitivity, S, is given as a measure of the displacement of the resonance (Dk res ) with a variation of the refractive index unit (RIU) of the surrounding media (S ¼ Dk res /Dn) [lm/RIU]. However, it can be also related with other parameters linked to the analyte such as thickness, volume, or concentration. 14 In the present case, the thickness of the analyte should be taken into account when characterizing the sensor in terms of sensitivity. The resonance linewidth is related to the spectral resolution and is defined as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). In terms of the quality factor, Q, a small FWHM leads to high values of Q and vice versa. Therefore, to assess the performance of a sensor, a figure of merit (FoM) relating sensitivity and resonance linewidth is usually employed: FoM ¼ S/WHM. This means that, in practical terms, a large sensitivity and a narrow spectral width are the requirements for high performance sensors.
High-Q resonances can be achieved with asymmetric structures. 10, 15 However, a narrowband response can be also found in simpler FSS configurations under oblique incidence. In this work, a cross-dipole FSS operating at the THz band is presented. Its performance as an FSS-based sensor is numerically and experimentally evaluated. The structure is characterized under oblique incidence for both polarizations (TE and TM) of the impinging wave. Note that a similar structure has been previously proposed at optical wavelengths using gold nanocrosses designed for gas sensing applications. 16 More recently, cross-dipole based absorbers have been analyzed as THz sensors. physical dimensions. The prototype was fabricated on a thinfilm polypropylene (PP) substrate, which was chosen due to its low absorptivity and low dispersion in the THz band combined with good mechanical properties. 18, 19 The FSS was lithographically patterned in a 0.35 lm thick aluminum (Al) layer sputtered on the PP film via a vacuum thermal deposition method. Prior to sputtering, the PP film was treated with a glow discharge in Ar atmosphere to improve adhesion of Al to PP. To pattern the FSS, we employed a contact photolithography technique, which was specifically adapted to flexible solid film substrates, such as PP, whose industrial production does not allow obtaining a liquid material suitable for posterior film deposition via spin coating. 19 The sensing capability of the cross-dipole FSS was tested by depositing a thin layer on a photoresist material (AZ9260 from Microchemicals) that was spun coated over the fabricated sample, to serve as the analyte sensing body. Two different analyte thicknesses of 9 and 20 lm were numerically and experimentally investigated. These values were determined after deposition by using a micrometer.
The structure shown in Fig. 1 was simulated using the frequency domain solver of the commercial electromagnetic software CST Microwave Studio TM . To model the structure as an infinite array, the regime of Floquet ports and periodic boundary conditions applied to the FSS unit cell was employed. The complex permittivity of the PP film, real part and loss tangent, was extracted from the literature 18 (e pp ¼ 2.25, tan d pp ¼ 0.0005). For the photoresistive material (analyte), whose dielectric properties were initially unknown, the material parameters e a ¼ 2.855 and tand a ¼ 0.05 were retrieved from the experimental data by using a best fit to the simulations.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission of the cross-dipole FSS without photoresistive material and when an analyte with thickness 9 and 20 lm is deposited on top. The presented data demonstrate good agreement between simulations and measurements. A small discrepancy is explained mainly by inaccuracy of the analyte thickness determination (60.2 lm), as well as by the thickness spread over the sample surface when depositing the analyte (60.2 lm). The experimental measurements shown here were carried out with the TPS Spectra 3000 from Teraview. 20 It can be seen that without the analyte, the cross-dipole FSS exhibits a stopband resonance positioned at f res ffi 770 GHz. This resonance represents the fundamental dipolar resonance of the metallic cross-dipole elements whose free-space wavelength k res is primarily determined by the cross arm length L and the effective permittivity e ef f of the dielectric environment "seen" by the FSS: k res % vÁLÁ(e ef f ) 1/2 . For the substrate thickness h PP ! 0.1Ák res , which is satisfied in our case, the value of e ef f is calculated as e ef f j h a ¼0 ¼ ð1 þ e PP Þ=2 % 1:63: 21, 22 The parameter v is known to be close to 2 for the cross-dipoles with narrow arms, 21, 22 though its exact value depends on the inter-cross spacing (d-L) and the cross arm width w 23, 24 yielding the actual quantity v % 1.75 for the dimensions, as indicated in Fig. 1(a) . It should be highlighted that the presence of the analyte increases e ef f , inducing a redshift of the dipolar resonance. Moreover, when the analyte thickness h a < 0.1Ák res , e ef f appears to be a rapidly growing function of h a which asymptotically approaches the saturation level e ef f j h a !1 ¼ ðe a þ e PP Þ=2 % 2:55. A fast change of e ef f versus h a is of primary importance for sensors as it allows one to measure small values of h a by tracking a resonance frequency shift Df res ðh a Þ ¼ jðf res j h a 6 ¼0 À f res j h a ¼0 Þj. The behavior of Df res ðh a Þ is illustrated in Figure 2 (b) which shows that the frequency shift saturates for h a thicker than 60 lm, reaching a maximum value of about 180 GHz.
The FSS transmittance simulated under the condition of varying the real part of the analyte's complex refractive index between 1 and 2 with a step of 0.2 is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), which correspond to the analyte thicknesses h a ¼ 9 and 20 lm, respectively. These results are summarized in Fig. 3(c) where the frequency shift of the dip resonance as a function of frequency is depicted. A maximum frequency shift of about 128.8 GHz and 180 GHz can be observed for h a ¼ 9 and 20 lm, respectively. From these curves, we obtain that the sensitivity varies between 15 and 20% (68.7 and 89 lm/RIU) for h a ¼ 9 lm and between 20 and 27% (102.6 and 138.6 lm/RIU) for h a ¼ 20 lm, see Fig.  3(d) . Regarding the FoM, plotted in the same figure, the low Q nature of the resonance gives as a result the moderate values, ranging between [0.12-0.15] and [0.16-0.22] for h a ¼ 9 lm and 20 lm, respectively [see Fig. 3(d)] .
Next, the performance under oblique incidence was evaluated. As usual, the structure was characterized in the two principal polarization planes, TE and TM. Figures 4(a)  and 4(b) show the sensitivity for an analyte thickness of h a ¼ 9 lm under TM and TE illumination, respectively, with an incidence angle h ¼ 45
. For TM polarization [ Fig. 4(a) ], the fundamental mode resonance only experiences a small blueshift of 16.2 GHz with respect to the normal incidence case. It can also be noticed the appearance of two small resonances in the spectrum near the fundamental resonance dip (they take place at 838 GHz and 877 GHz for the case Re{n a } ¼ 1). The second resonance corresponds to the bent mode occurring at oblique incidence angles and for TM polarization, 21, 25, 26 while the third resonance is related with the onset of the first grating lobe. The origin of the bent mode is the excitation of an asymmetrically induced current due to the coupling between the horizontal and vertical dipoles. 25, 26 The surface currents excited on the cross dipole for the fundamental and bent modes are displayed in Fig. 4(a) insets. On the contrary, for TE polarization the principal resonance only experiences a redshift of 94.5 GHz that corresponds to approximately 10% of the resonant frequency. This dependence of the fundamental resonance with the angle of incidence under TE polarization is the classical behavior of cross-dipole and dipole FSS. [25] [26] [27] [28] This shift can be explained by means of equivalent circuit approaches, as it was done in Ref. 28 . As the angle of incidence increases, the cut-off of the first higher-order TE harmonic also decreases and consequently the resonant frequency is redshifted. This feature permits using the sensor at different frequency ranges by just varying the angle of incidence.
In order to fully characterize the sensing performance under oblique incidence, CST simulations have been run wherein the incidence angle varied from 0 to 85 with a step . Figure 4 (c) shows the maximum frequency shift of the dipolar resonance under both TE and TM polarizations. It can be observed that for the TM case a wide angle operation can be achieved with good sensitivity performance. Figure  4(d) shows the maximum FoM obtained versus the angle of incidence. These results reveal that a wide angle operation can be attained for TM excitation also in terms of FoM. In fact, the largest value is obtained near 70
, with a peak reaching a value around 0.6, i.e., surpassing three times the case of normal incidence. In contrast, for TE polarization, the FoM linearly decreases with the angle of incidence. However, a fair performance is obtained within an angular width of 40
. Therefore, it can be stated that oblique incidence enhances the sensing performance of this device in several aspects. First, for the TM case, the higher S and FoM values are obtained. Furthermore, this behavior occurs at slightly higher frequencies in comparison with the normal incidence case enlarging the operational frequency range. For TE, although the sensing performance is less competitive, a noticeable downshift in the fundamental resonance is experienced enlarging the operation range towards lower frequencies.
In order to corroborate the numerical results, an experimental characterization of the oblique response with a photoresist thickness of 20 lm was carried out. To this end, an ABmm TM vector network analyzer along with a quasioptical bench was used. 29 The angle of incidence h was computer controlled using an angular positioner. The spectral measurements were performed within the band of 0.63-1 THz with a frequency step of 200 MHz, while the angle h varied from 0 to 60 with an increment of 5 . Measurements at larger incidence angles were not possible due to instrumental limitations, since beyond 60 the sample holder obstructs largely the incidence beam. Figure 5 shows the comparison between CST Microwave Studio simulations and measurements for TM and TE polarization. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the onset of the grating lobe is superimposed as a solid-black line. An overall good qualitative agreement is observed between simulations and experiments. Although less marked, the bent mode for TM polarization is also observed in the experiment (especially between 30  and  40 ). On the other hand, the small resonance just before the onset of the grating lobe vanishes in the experiment. For TE polarization, the agreement is also good. Only a small blueshift in frequency is identified experimentally as well as a small ripple coming from multiple reflections occurring in the set-up. The differences between measurements and simulations are mainly due to finite structure effects. What is more, in the experiment the structure is excited by a Gaussian beam instead of a pure plane wave. In addition, only a limited number of cross elements are illuminated and this number decreases as the angle of incidence increases.
In summary, a classical FSS has been demonstrated for terahertz sensing. It has been numerically and experimentally tested under normal incidence providing a polarizationindependent fair performance with FoM values of 0.2. This value is enhanced up to 0.6 for oblique incidence for TM polarization. For TE polarization, the performance is deprecated. However, the redshift of the response permits sensing in the different frequency range enlarging the operational band of the device. Although in terms of FoM, other solutions could be more competitive 16 the simplicity of our structure makes it a good candidate for THz sensing. Its design process can be readily conducted by using numerical simulators and even in a faster way by using analytical approaches based on transmission line networks for 2D periodic metallic screens embedded in layered media. 30 Furthermore, the device is quite compact having a total thickness of 0.13k 0 at 770 GHz. 
